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Abstract: The Sun is a huge gaseous body. However, we cannot observe events in the inner Sun due
to the convection zone opacity according to previous models. Therefore, the flares originate from
the front surface of the Sun. But the current study relied on the distance distribution of X-Ray solar
flares, which concluded that the inner layers have much lower opacity than expected. It is even less
than what was expected by the latest models based on helioseismology. This means that the flares
may originate from the solar interior or solar core, and perhaps from the backside surface, and even
appear to us from the frontside surface. Which the re-estimate and correct the currently listed solar
flare’s location is needed. Additionally, the flare’s distance illustrations the solar interior layers and
appears their boundaries from the core to the photosphere. This method allows us to monitor the
variation of the core’s radius with time. The model of the flare’s distance has been developed in
current study. But this needs to redevelopment after re-estimating the solar flares locations.
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1. Introduction

13

Although the gaseous nature of the Sun, its interior can be known only through models.
Other outer layers such as the photosphere, chromosphere, and corona, can be observed.
Most solar phenomena are occurring on these upper layers, such as solar flares that appear
in the chromosphere and photosphere.
The previous studies of the heliographical distribution of the solar flares were studied
in different methods. [1,7,13,14,17,21] studied the latitudinal distribution. One of the
previous studies on the solar flare’s location on the solar disk found that the solar flare’s
latitude varies with the solar activity [2].
[5,9–11] studied the longitudinal distribution of the solar flares. The latitudinal and
longitudinal distribution were studied together, and it was found that the solar flares occur
in a specific latitude called “eruptive latitude” [13]. Most solar flares occur near or within
active regions. Because these solar flares need magnetic energy.
The different layers in the sun can only be seen under certain conditions, or at certain
bands. Except for the innermost layer of the sun’s atmosphere “photosphere”, it is the layer
where most of the sun’s energy is, and always seen. We can observe it directly. Although
the corona is the highest layer, it cannot be seen directly. But is it possible to observe the
inner layers of the sun such as the solar core? or is it possible to observe the effect of the
inner layers on the solar surface?
The produced energy in the solar core must pass through large amounts of plasma to
reach the solar surface where it is radiated away by mainly two ways radiation and convection. The solar energy transport switches from radiation to convection. The transmission of
this energy from the interior to the photosphere and appearance of interior layers depends
on the opacity of the convection zone. Geometrically, we can see the inner layers of the sun
as in figure 1. Because the direction of the observer penetrates the inner layers of the sun.
Unfortunately, the models give high opacity for the convection zone [19]. So those inner
layers can’t be seen. Modern studies such as [18,19] has been used helioseismology as an
indication to what is inside the sun
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Figure 1. Plot (A): Equatorial and latitudinal section of the Sun (horizontal sector). The green circle
represents to the solar latitude. The Black circle represents to the projection of the solar latitude on
the solar disk. F is the solar flare on the spherical surface. While F’ is the projection of the solar flare
on the solar disk. Plot (B): The solar disk (vertical sector) of the sun. Turquoise line represents the
distance D of the flare above the solar core. Consequently, it is above the rest of the inner layers. Black
and indigo lines represent the solar flares above other inner layers such as radiative and convection
zone layers. Purple line is the central distance of the solar flare above the solar limb.It represents the
solar photosphere only.

In this study, I will study the location of the solar flares, to study whether it simulates
the solar inner layers, like helioseismology, which is used to validate the solar models
describing the solar interior layers. I will use the angular distance from the center of the
solar disk, which reflects the inner layers of the sun.

41

2. Distance Distribution

45

As we can see in figure 1 (A) of the horizontal sector of the sun, we have a solar flare
point (denoted to F) on the spherical surface of the sun. The point of the solar flare has an
image in the solar disk in the background (denoted to F’), after penetration of the inner
layers of the sun. while figure 1 (B) shows various locations for solar flares that occur on
the solar disk.
Turquoise point is the solar flare occurring above the solar core. The Turquoise
represents the central distance D of the flare from the solar center of the solar disk to the
flare’s location. Consequently, this flare is above the rest of the inner layers. Black and
indigo pointer lines represent the central distance of the solar flares above other inner
layers such as radiative and convection zone layers. Purple line is the central distance of
the limb solar flare.It represents the solar photosphere only. It has an angular distance of 1
R⊙ . The question that arises is, do the observations of the solar flares represent point F?
or F’ that reflects different layers in the background? To answer this question, we need to
distribute the solar flare according to the central angular distance (hereafter, distance or
D). It is believed that solar flares might help us understand the solar interior. Most CMEs
have outward directions nearly perpendicular to the solar surface, according to the cone
model [8]. Therefore, the Earth will be influenced mostly by Halo-CMEs originating from
the center of the solar disk, and not from the solar limb. While the solar flares’ emission
originating from any part of the solar disk will affect the geomagnetic field [15]. This is
because the solar flare’ emission moves in all directions, outward and may be inward as
well. Considering the opacity of the convection zone is not complete, the solar flare may
receive radiation from the inner layers. Could the positions of the solar flares reflect the
inner layers? The distance distribution of solar flares may help us verify this assumption.
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2.1. Distance calculation method

69

The main vital factor simulating the solar interior layers and projecting them on the
solar disk is the distance of the solar flares. The estimation of distance is done by assuming
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Figure 2. Spherical triangle of the projected solar flare F on the solar surface. While C denotes the
center of the solar disk. This center is positioned on the solar equator (orange circle). The right green
great circle is the flare’s longitude pass from pole P, while the left green great circle line is the central
meridian of the Sun. The arc CF is the angular distance between the center of the solar disk and the
flare.

the Sun is a spherical body, using the laws of a spherical triangle, as shown in figure 2, by
applying the cosine formula, the distance can be derived by the following formula:


D = arccos cos(λ) cos( β) ,
(1)
Where D is the flare’s distance between the projected center of the solar disk on the sphere
and the solar flare heliographical location. β and α are the heliographical flare’s latitude
and longitude, respectively. We can divide the distance into 90 slices (interval) to give us a
higher accuracy (i.e., 1° interval). This range will be 1-90. The smallest circle is the closest
one to the center which simulates the solar core. The greater one is the circle at the limb.

70

3. Results and Discussions

75

The distance is calculated for all SXR during the period 1975-2021 obtained by GOES
[20] and counted them according to their distance. In addition to RHESSI solar flares during
the period of 2002-2021 for comparison.
Figure 3 (A) shows the result of the calculated distance for all flares during the selected
period with their count of flares. This behavior of the curve indicates that the appeared
flares are clearly illustrated the inner layers.
The central disk events are very few (0 < D < 15). This region reflects the solar core
on the inner side. Also, the number of events is very low at the limb (80 < D < 90), which
reflects the photosphere and chromosphere events only. While a large number of the flares
happened at a distance of about 15°-20°. This region denotes the inner side of the radiative
zone after the projection of the solar core. Whereas the middle area (20 < D < 80) has a
large number of X-ray events and this is because this region reflects many interior layers in
the background.
The data is classified by solar cycle as shown in figure 3 (B), to check how the solar
activity affects the curvature shape. We note that the curvature shape maintains the same
as it is during each solar cycle (21 to 24 cycles).
Also, we can show about 4 peaks during the distance range 0-90°. The main and
higher peak (hereafter, the core’s peak) is a distance of about 15°-20° that reflects the solar
core. This means that the small peaks reflect other interior layers including radiative and
convection zones, which we will discuss briefly.
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Figure 3. The central distance distribution (D) of the X-Ray solar flare during all solar cycles (A Panel)
and during each cycle (B panel) by the flare’s count for GOES. While Plot C is for the RHESSI.

The core’s peak moves and changes slightly with time. We notice that the distant
radius is for cycles 21, 22, 24 then 23 respectively. This means that the solar core radius
increases with increasing the strength of the solar cycle progress and activity, and vice
versa.
It’s worth noting that I repeated the same graph shown in figure 3 but classified data
according to flares’ classes (B, C, M, and X classes). Besides, I examined the solar activity
by classifying data according to quiet and active periods for all the selected periods and
during each cycle. I did not get a significant result. The curve of figure 3 remains similar.
The plot is applied with RHESSI solar flares during the same solar period as shown
in figure 3 (C), to check how the solar radiation bands (X-Ray in current study) affect
the curvature shape. I note that the curvature shape maintains the same as it is during
distances >1°. But the results gave a huge number of events in the middle of the solar disk
(0°) with RHESSI data, unlike those observed by GOES. The number of flare events that
have a distance greater than 1 is about 90,000. While we have about 25,000 flare events
occurring at the center of the solar disk exactly.
For additional confirmation of this result, we can calculate the total importance I of
these GOES flares that occurred at the same distance.
ID =

∑( f n /l ),
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(2)

Where f is the flare importance value. l is the importance of the solar flare, it equals
1 for X-Class, 10 for M-Class, 100 for C-Class, and 1000 for B-Class. m is the number of
flare events that occurred at the same distance D. ID is the total importance value in the
X-Class unit that occurred in the distance D. Figure 4 shows the compatibility of the total
importance with the number of events. But importance gives high contrast of the curvature
peaks more than the count of the events. It is clear that we have 4 peaks similar to figure 2.

111

3.1. The radius of the inner layers

117

Figures 3 and 4 show four peaks after the core’s peak, including two peaks after the
convection zone. Each peak denotes an interior layer, and it has a boundary denoted by 2
crests. These crests appear clearly in weak solar cycles 23 and 24 especially in solar cycle 23.
These peaks overlap during strong solar cycles such as 21 and 22. That longest distance
demonstrates the radiative zone. The distance between the core and the radiative zone is
not clear, because the curve is rising sharply within the solar core. The small peaks look
unclear because they reflect different layers in the background with different projections
and overlaps. In addition, it shows clearly that the inner layers’ radii are compatible with
previous studies. For comparable, the solar core-radiative zone boundary equals about 0.25
R⊙ according to previous studies [6,16]. While the radiation-convection boundary occurs
at about 0.71 R⊙ [4]. Using equation 3, hence,
Dc = arcsin(0.25) ≃ 15◦ ,

(3)
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Figure 4. The central distance distribution (D) of the X-Ray solar flare during all solar cycles (A plot)
during each cycle (B panel) by the flare’s importance I in the X-Class unit.

Dr = arcsin(0.71) ≃ 45◦ ,
◦

Dv = arcsin(0.81) ≃ 55 ,

(4)
(5)

Where θc , θr , and θv are the distance of the core, radiative zone, and convection zone.
This result is compatible with current results demonstrated in figures 3 and 4, and the 15°
distance represents the solar core (core’s peak).

118

3.2. D relationship with solar depth

121

119
120

Previous studies calculated the radius of the inner layers in units of the radius of the
sun R⊙ . It differs from the measurement method here in this study, which reflects the
inner layers of the sun. So we need to convert the radius from scalar distance R⊙ to the
angular distance D within the current study. So that the units are unified, it will be easier to
compare the current results with the previous studies. The illustration in figure 5 shows the
great circle CF sector of the Sun which is shown in figure 2. The black line is the projected
solar diameter on the solar disk. It itself may be the solar equator if the position of the solar
flare is on a solar equator. The distance D of any interior layer that has depth radius r is
given by
sin( D ) = r/R⊙
(6)
By putting the solar radius R⊙ = 1, then
D = arcsin(r )

(7)

3.3. Distance Model

122

The first step is assuming the solar surface is a spherical body. The projection of the
solar interior layers on the solar disk appears as circles around the center of the solar disk.
We can split the Sun into 90 circles centralized by the center of the solar disk which appears
as layers around the center of the solar disk. The suggested angular interval between these
circles is 1°. We need to calculate the area of these projected circles on the real sphere in
frontside and in the background including the backside too. If we calculated it for frontside,
we could multiply it by n number for giving the areas of background spheres including
backside. The projection of the circles on the real sphere is called “segment” which I want
to estimate its area. Each segment has 2 bounders of circles, upper and lower. Each circle
has central angles. θ is for the upper (far) circle and ϕ is for the lower (near) circle, which is
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Figure 5. The scheme of the great circle CF as shown in figure 2.

measured from any flare’s direction (point on this circle) and the center of the solar disk
(direction to the Earth in heliographical coordinates), figure 6 illustrates this solar sphere
the segment that we want to estimate its area.
The area of segment [22] is the difference between the boundary 2 caps. We can write


A = 2πR2⊙ 1 − cos(θ )

134
135
136

(8)

Where A is the area of the frontside segment. Ω is the angular distance of the projected
circle (segment angle). Then, the area of both spherical caps which have angles θ and
(θ + 1◦ ) become


Aθ = 2πR2⊙ 1 − cos(θ )


A(θ +1) = 2πR2⊙ 1 − cos(θ + 1◦ )

133

137
138
139

(9)
(10)

The segment area formula become,


A =| Aθ − A(θ +1) |= 2πR2⊙ cos(θ ) − cos(θ + 1◦ )

(11)



A = 2πR2⊙ cos(θ ) − cos(θ ) cos(1◦ ) + sin(θ ) sin(1◦ )

(12)

But R⊙ = 1 , sin(1◦ ) ≈

π
180 ,

and cos(1◦ ) ≈ 1 then
A≈2

π2
sin(θ )
180

(13)

Equation 13 refers to the sinusoid function. In order to integrate this segment area
over all the background layers reaching to the backside of the photosphere, the equation
becomes Summation of Sinusoids equation ([23]) that written as
m

ID = v

∑ (an cos( D × Tn ))

(14)

n =1

where an are the amplitudes represented an inner layer, Tn are the frequencies angels
(period) in degrees. v is the offset value, and D is the distance of the solar flares of the solar
flare count n or the summation of the importance in X-Class I of all solar flares that occurred
in the same distance. I set m = 3 because this is the best value for the high correlation
coefficient represents the simplest equation. With the examination of the compatibility of
equation 14 with experimental data, it was found that equation 14 gives a strong coefficient
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Figure 6. The schematic of the Sun. C is the center of the Sun and the solar disk. The black circle is
the projected solar disk for the Sun for the observer. The spherical cap is the upper boundary of the
spherical segment of the solar flares. The difference between areas of upper and lower caps gives a
segment area.

of determination R2 that is shown in table 1. R2 equals 0.97 and 0.752 for the count and the
importance of the flares. It was found that the sinusoid amplitude is greater than the value
of 2π 2 /180 as in equation 14 which indicates that there are many layers in the background
added to the front and back sides of the surface. The left panel of figures 5 and 3 shows the
fitting curve.
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Table 1. The Sum of Sinusoids fit parameters. R2 is the coefficient of determination. v is the offset
value. a is the amplitude. T is the period. P is the significance of the fit P − test. Chi-sq is the fitting
error.

N

Count
A

1
2
3
v
R2
Chi − sq
P

-233.9 4.408°
-165.8 7.804°
-68.5
11.053°
428.4
0.97
1.099E05
1.4266E67

T

Importance
A
T
-14.84 4.408°
-12.13 7.804°
-3.895 11.053°
28.82
0.752
4059.
2.708E-29

This result leads us to reconsider the estimation method of the solar flares coordinates
because it considers that these events occurred only on the frontside of the solar surface.
Besides, this equation is not accurate because it already depends on the current wrong
recorded coordinate of the solar flares, which will need to be reformulated the equation
latter after accurately estimating these coordinates.

151

4. Conclusions

156

With the study of the distance distribution of solar flares during the solar period 19752021 for GOES and during 2002-2021 for RHESSI, it turns out that this distance distribution
can describe the inner layers of the Sun, similar to helioseismology. The distance curvature
gives about 4 peaks during the distance range 0-90°. The main and higher peak is about
15°-20° which reflects the solar core. The small peaks reflect other interior layers including
radiative and convection zones. The central disk events are very few (0<D<15°) for GOES
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flares and large for RHESSI. Also, the number of events is very low at the limb (80°<D<90°),
which reflects the solar surface. While a large number of the flares happened at a distance
of about 15°-20°. This region denotes the inner side of the radiative zone after the projection
of the solar core. Whereas the middle area (20°<D<80°) has a large number of X-ray events
and this is because this region reflects many interior layers in the background. In addition,
the solar core radius increases with increasing the strength of the solar cycle progress
and activity, and vice versa. This result confirms that X-Ray solar flares at the surface are
influenced by the inner layers and background emissions. This result is in agreement with
previous studies of [20], who said that the two are correlated, almost certainly because of
the increase in active region emission that coincides with increased flare occurrence; and
with study of [12], who found that the present magnetic fields are probably deep-seated
remnants of very ancient origin. This study also indicates that the solar flares’s location are
related to the direction of the observer.
Finally we concluded that:

163

The measurements of solar flares vary according to the direction of the observer. So
we need to re-measure the location (latitude and longitude) of the solar flares. We may
need an additional satellite that monitors the same solar flare from another angle. So
that we have two observations for the same solar flare, which help in knowing the
correct coordinate of this flare;
The soft X-rays which is observed in the solar flare may be from originated from the
solar interior which is interacting with the surface radiation in the front side surface;
The backside soft X-rays can not penetrate the solar core passing to the front side surface, Because of this, the central solar flare events most is a good choice to distinguish
the front side solar flare events only from others. In addition, the limb solar flare
events are represent only surface events;
The Hard X-Ray has been detected in the center of the solar disk. It means that these
hard X-Ray emissions come from the core of the Sun;
I suggest that the solar atmosphere starts from the radiative zone and not from the
photosphere.

177

Data Availability Statement: The X-ray solar flare data obtained by GOES satellites from the URL:
https://hesperia.gsfc.nasa.gov/goes/goes_event_listings/ during the solar period 1975-2021 and by
RHESSI from the URL: https://hesperia.gsfc.nasa.gov/rhessi3/data-access/rhessi-data/flare-list/
index.html
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
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•

•
•

•
•
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172
173
174
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178
179
180
181
182
183
184
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Distance
XSF

The Angular distance of the solar flare from the center of the solar disk
X-Ray solar Flare
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